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Abstract—The strain of muscle fibers in the heart is likely
be distributed uniformly over the cardiac walls during the eje
tion period of the cardiac cycle. Mathematical models of l
ventricular ~LV ! wall mechanics have shown that the distrib
tion of fiber strain during ejection is sensitive to the orientati
of muscle fibers in the wall. In the present study, we tested
hypothesis that fiber orientation in the LV wall is such th
fiber strain during ejection is as homogeneous as possible.
finite-element model of LV wall mechanics was set up to co
pute the distribution of fiber strain at the beginning~BE! and
end ~EE! of the ejection period of the cardiac cycle, wit
respect to a middiastolic reference state. The distribution
fiber orientation over the LV wall, quantified by three para
eters, was systematically varied to minimize regional diff
ences in fiber shortening during ejection and in the averag
fiber strain at BE and EE. A well-defined optimum in th
distribution of fiber orientation was found which was not si
nificantly different from anatomical measurements. After op
mization, the average of fiber strain at BE and EE was 0.
60.011 (mean6standard deviation) and the difference in fib
strain during ejection was 0.21460.018. The results indicate
that the LV structure is designed for maximum homogeneity
fiber strain during ejection. ©1999 Biomedical Engineering
Society.@S0090-6964~99!01603-3#

Keywords—Left ventricle, Finite-element analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental assessment of mechanical load in
cardiac walls, while difficult, indicates spatial homog
neity. Measurement of mechanical load in the form
stress is unreliable because insertion of a force tra
ducer damages the tissue.18 Strain or segment length ha
been measured from the relative displacements of m
ers placed about 5–10 mm apart in the walls of
beating human or canine left ventricle~LV !.3,30,33,41,42

Such measurements indicate that regional difference
fiber strain12,29,31,42 and in sarcomere length17 are not
significant during the ejection period of the cardi
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cycle, with a possible exception at the junction of rig
and left ventricles.31 However, the strain measuremen
are usually restricted to only a few sites in the LV wa

The spatial distributions of fiber stress and strain
the cardiac walls have also been predicted with ma
ematical models.2,5,6,16,19 While some models predict a
heterogeneous end-systolic stress distribution16

others6,19,32 indicate that fiber stress during ejection m
be quite homogeneous. Moreover, the model studies
dicate that the spatial distributions of fiber stress a
strain during ejection are sensitive to the transmu
course of fiber orientation: with heuristically chose
transmural courses of fiber orientation within the r
ported anatomical range yielding transmural distributio
of fiber stress that were either almost uniform or vari
by more than a factor 2. In a recent finite-element mo
study32 the spatial distribution of fiber orientation wa
optimized to give a homogeneous fiber strain distribut
at the beginning of ejection. The distribution of fibe
orientation thus found was close to reporte
measurements.26,37 In that study, only the state of defor
mation at the beginning of ejection was used as feedb
in the optimization. For the transition from diastole
systole, both the passive and active mechanical pro
ties of the tissue are important. To separate the fac
related to the active and passive elastic structures, m
information is needed about the state of deformat
during the cardiac cycle.

In the present study we hypothesized that the dis
bution of fiber orientation in the LV wall is such tha
fiber strain during the whole ejection period is as hom
geneous as possible. To test the hypothesis a fin
element model of LV wall mechanics was developed
calculate the distribution of fiber stress and strain o
the wall at the beginning and end of ejection for a giv
distribution of fiber orientation. An objective functio
was defined, expressing the summed inhomogeneity
the average fiber strain at the beginning and end
ejection and of fiber shortening during ejection. In
optimization procedure the objective function was min
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290 RIJCKEN et al.
mized by systematic adjustment of the distribution
muscle fiber orientation. The predicted spatial distrib
tion of muscle fiber orientation was compared with an
tomical findings. Also, the parameters defining the d
tribution of fiber orientation were varied over a wid
range to study the uniqueness of the calculated opti
distribution of fiber orientation. In subsequent simu
tions the relative weight of fiber shortening in the obje
tive function was varied to evaluate its effect on t
optimal distribution of fiber orientation and on the h
mogeneity of fiber strain.

METHODS

Finite-Element Model of Left Ventricular Wall
Mechanics

The primary setup of the finite-element model h
been described before.32 Changes were made in the d
scription of the distribution of the transverse fiber orie
tation, and in the active constitutive behavior. The mo
characteristics are recapitulated below.

Wall Geometry in the Reference State.The reference
state for the model was defined as the situation in wh
transmural pressure and wall stress are 0 kPa. The LV
the reference state was considered thick walled, rotat
ally symmetric, and point symmetric with respect to t
center of the equatorial plane. Midwall geometry was
prolate spheroid. Wall thickness depended on latitude
that base-to-apex gradients in transmurally averaged fi
stresses were minimal. The choice of all model para
eter values, including wall geometry dimensions, is giv
in a separate section below.

Fiber Orientation in Reference State.Fiber orientation
in the reference state was quantified by the helix a
transverse fiber angles37 ~Fig. 1!. The helix fiber angle
ah was defined as the angle between the circumferen
direction and the projection of the fiber direction on t
plane perpendicular to the regional transmural directi
The transverse fiber anglea t was defined as the angl
between the regional circumferential direction and
projection of the fiber direction on the plane perpendic
lar to the regional longitudinal direction. The spatial d
tributions of the helix and transverse fiber angles
specified with respect to a wall-bound coordinate syst
(u,v). The u coordinate decreases from 0 at the equa
to 21 at the apex; thev coordinate is21, 0, and11 at
the endocardial surface, midwall, and epicardial surfa
respectively. To describe the distributions ofah and a t

with as few parameters as possible, we used the foll
ing equations:

ah~v !5p11p2v, ~1!
l

-

r

l

a t~u,v !5p3u~12v2!, ~2!

where p1 , p2 , and p3 are parameters whose optim
values are to be determined.

Constitutive Behavior. In the finite-element model, car
diac tissue was considered to consist of stiff fibers e
bedded in a soft tissue matrix. The total Cauchy str
tensorT in the tissue is the sum of a passive compon
Tp that arises from deformation of passive myocard
tissue and an active componentTa arising from muscle
fiber contraction during systole:

T5Tp1Ta . ~3!

The mechanical behavior of the passive myocard
tissue represents mostly the behavior of the connec
tissue and trapped fluid. The passive tissue was assu
capable of bearing a three-dimensional stress that
creases exponentially with strain and is zero in the r
erence state. In accordance with observations44 the pas-
sive tissue was modeled as transversely isotropic, w
the stiffness in the fiber direction being twice that in t
cross-fiber direction.32

The muscle fibers contain sarcomeres, contractile p
tein units, that are assumed to generate a uniaxial fo
in the fiber direction during systole. Experimental da
on active muscle fiber stress are usually presented
active force per unit undeformed cross-sectional area
the muscle, i.e., in terms of the first Piola–Kirchho
stress. In the finite-element simulations the first Piol
Kirchhoff active fiber stressTa

0 (kPa) depended linearly
on sarcomere lengthl s ~mm! and on active stiffnessK
~kPa!:

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the helix „ah… and transverse „a t…

fiber angles in a through-wall block of tissue taken from the
left ventricular wall. The fiber angles at a point P are defined
with respect to the regional transmural, longitudinal, and cir-
cumferential directions.
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291Optimization of Cardiac Fiber Orientation
Ta
05K

l s2 l x

l s,0
, ~4!

where l x is the sarcomere length at which no contract
force can be generated, andl s,0 is the sarcomere lengt
in the reference state. The active stiffness depended
the phase of the cardiac cycle. It was zero in the re
ence state and during diastole and increased during
tole to a maximum value at the end of ejection. The fi
Piola–Kirchhoff active fiber stressTa

0 is related to the
active stress tensorTa by the relation:

Ta5
1

det~F!
F•Ta

0efef , ~5!

whereF is the deformation gradient tensor,23 andef is a
unit vector in the fiber direction.

Finite-Element Simulations. Calculations of fiber
stresses and strains in the LV wall were based on the
of conservation of momentum,23 expressing static equi
librium of forces in the wall due to both blood pressu
in the cavity and internal stresses in the wall.
Galerkin-type finite-element method, implemented in t
packageDIANA 5.1 ~Diana Analysis B.V., Delft, The
Netherlands!, was used to convert the equations of co
servation of momentum into a 20-node three-dimensio
brick element formulation with quadratic interpolation
the displacement field. The finite-element mesh co
prised the sector of the LV in the region~X>0, Y>0,
Z<0! ~Fig. 2!. The endocardial surface was loaded w
LV cavity pressure while the epicardium remained u

FIGURE 2. Diagram of the rotationally symmetric finite-
element mesh of a section of the left ventricular wall be-
tween equator and apex. Also shown are: „a… Cartesian co-
ordinate system „X,Y,Z… and „b… wall-bound coordinate
system „u ,v …: point P has coordinates „u p ,v p…. Both u and
v vary linearly with distance.
n

-

l

loaded. Kinematic boundary conditions on the throug
wall faces of the mesh allowed cavity volume chang
and torsion to occur.

Finite-element simulations started in the referen
state of deformation defined above. Cavity pressure
active stiffness were prescribed during the cardiac cy
The beginning of ejection was defined by a cavity pre
sure of 12.3 kPa, and an active stiffness of 111.5 k
corresponding to a cavity-to-wall-volume ratio of a
proximately 0.65. The end of ejection was defined by
cavity pressure of 17.5 kPa and an active stiffness
557.7 kPa corresponding to a cavity-to-wall-volume ra
of approximately 0.13.

Quantification of Fiber Strain for Optimization.The LV
wall mesh was divided into 729 regions with simila
volumes. Sarcomere length at the central point of a
gion was considered representative for that region.
region i, fiber straine i is given by

e i5
l s,i2 l s,0

l s,0
, ~6!

where l s,i is the instantaneous sarcomere length in
region andl s,0 is the sarcomere length in the referen
state.

Optimization Procedure

The optimization consists of the minimization of a
objective functionG expressing inhomogeneity in fibe
strain during ejection:

G~p!5variance~ebe1eee!1w variance~ebe2eee!, ~7!

whereebe and eee are fiber strains at the beginning an
end of ejection, respectively, andw is a weighting factor.
The objective function depends on the fiber orientat
parametersp1 , p2 , andp3 which are stored in the vecto
p. The contributions of regional fiber strains at the b
ginning and end of ejection to the variances in Eq.~7!
were weighted with the volume of the region. The fir
variance in Eq.~7! expresses the demand that the av
age of fiber strain at the beginning and end of ejection
as homogeneous as possible while the second varia
demands that fiber shortening be made homogeneou

To minimize the objective function, the optimizatio
strategy of sequential approximate optimization w
used4 as described previously.32 Briefly, finite-element
analyses are performed for a given set of fiber orien
tion parameterspk to determine the value of the region
fiber strains and their finite-difference first derivativ
with respect top. These values were used to linear
approximate strainsebe and eee nearp. The approxima-
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292 RIJCKEN et al.
tions were substituted in Eq.~7!, yielding an analytic
approximation function Ĝ, which can be evaluated
cheaply. The approximation function is minimized b
Powell’s method,28 which is a standard direction-se
method for unconstrained optimization of a function. T
result of the optimization ofĜ is a new set of fiber
orientation parameterspk11 .

Convergence was defined to occur when the follow
two conditions were satisfied. First, finite-element eva
ations of the objective function of the current and pre
ous iterationsG(pk) and G(pk21), should agree to
within a tolerance ofd:

@G~pk21!2G~pk!#/G~pk!<d, ~8!

where d51.031027. Second, the minimum of the ap
proximation model based on parameterspk , Ĝopt,pk

should coincide with the finite-element evaluation of t
objective function atpk , to the same tolerance ofd:

@G~pk!2Ĝopt,pk
#/G~pk!<d. ~9!

If convergence has not occurred, new approximat
models are set up around the parameterspk11 and the
process is repeated.

Applied Parameter Values in Finite-Element Model

Wall Geometry in Reference State.The volume of the
model LV wall, extending from the apex to the equat
was 84.1 ml. The volume enclosed by the model L
wall was 25.8 ml. Given that the base of the LV exten
above the equator by half the semimajor axis,39 these
volumes are in accordance with measurements in
rested canine ventricles of LV wall mass and cav
volume of 145619 g (mean6s.d.), and 4069 ml,
respectively.24 In the finite-element mesh the ratio o
midwall long-to-short axis was set to 2.08.39 To even out
mean-through-wall stresses between equator and a
the ratio of equatorial-to-apical wall thickness was set
3.0.

Sarcomere Length in Reference State.In the model, sar-
comere length in the reference statel s,0 was set to 1.95
mm for all sarcomeres in the LV wall, based on th
average of measurements in the left ventricles of rats15,34

and dogs.36

Constitutive Behavior The active material parameterl x ,
the zero-force sarcomere length, was set to 1.62mm,
based on experiments in rat cardiac trabeculae.40 The
active stiffnessK at end ejection was estimated as 557
kPa, from studies in tetanically contracting rat card
-

,

trabeculae at an external calcium concentration of
mM.40 The active stiffness at the beginning of ejectio
was chosen to be 111.5 kPa so that a cavity pressur
12.3 kPa resulted in a physiologically realistic cavi
volume. The passive material behavior parameters w
the same as in Ref. 32.

Performed Simulations

Optimizations were carried out with three differe
values of the weighting factorw in the objective function
of Eq. ~7!. In the first optimization~optimization REF!,
the weighting factor was set to unity. Several initi
guesses for the parameters (p1 ,p2 ,p3) were tried: ~0°,
260°, 0°!, ~235°, 255°, 230°!, ~235°, 255°, 30°!,
~30°, 260°, 30°!, ~40°, 250°, 230°!, and ~40°, 250°,
30°!. In two additional optimizations the weighting fac
tor was set to 0.1 and to 10.0, respectively. The init
guess for these optimizations was the best optim
found for the casew51.0. The uniqueness of the opt
mum was studied for the casew51.0: the objective
function was evaluated with the finite-element model
a wide range of the parametersp1 and p2 while p3 was
held at its optimal value. Subsequently the object
function was evaluated withp1 and p2 set to their opti-
mal values whilep3 was varied.

RESULTS

In optimization REF all the initial guesses resulted
a minimum value of the objective functionG51.74
31023 @identical to within the toleranced of the con-
vergence criterion of Eqs.~8! and ~9!#. The optimal fiber
orientation parameters werep1520.25°, p25265.75°,
and p3516.73° ~Fig. 3!. The corresponding spatial dis
tribution of fiber shortening during ejection and of th
average of fiber strain at the beginning and end of ej
tion is shown in Fig. 4. Despite optimization, large gr
dients in fiber strains and shortening were observed n
the apex. For the quantification of inhomogeneity in fib
strains and shortening, 6% of LV wall volume near t
apex was excluded~information from the three element
in the mesh adjoining the apex!. The average of fiber
strain at the beginning and end of ejection was 0.0
60.011 (mean6s.d.) while the difference in fiber strai
between the beginning and end of ejection was 0.2
60.018 ~for the whole LV wall volume these value
were 0.02360.016 and 0.21360.027, respectively!. Ex-
tensive variation of helix fiber angle parametersp1 and
p2 at p3516.73° showed that the objective function h
at least one other minimum at approximatelyp1

5210°, p25215°, though not as deep as the one th
was found in optimization REF~Fig. 5!. Variation of
transverse fiber angle parameterp3 at p1520.25°, p2

5265.75° indicated that there was only one minimu
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FIGURE 3. „a… Transmural course of helix
fiber angle „ah… after „—… optimization
REF. The following measurements are
also shown: „h… Streeter „Ref. 37…, equa-
torial region of human LV; „n… Nielsen
et al. „Ref. 26…, equatorial region of canine
LV; „L… Nielsen et al. „Ref. 26…, adjacent
more apical region of canine LV. „b…
Transmural course of transverse fiber
angle „a t… at various latitudes „u 50.0,
20.2, 20.4, 20.6, 20.8, 21.0… after optimi-
zation REF.
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of the objective function, in the same location as t
optimized value ofp3516.73° ~Fig. 6!. Plots similar to
Figs. 5~b! and 6 for the separate terms of the object
function G @Eq. ~7!#, showed the same features as Fi
5~b! and 6, respectively~not shown!. However, inhomo-
geneity in fiber shortening during ejection was consid
ably less sensitive to the fiber orientation parameters t
inhomogeneity in fiber strain averaged over the beg
ning and end of ejection.

Tenfold changes in the factorw, weighing the impor-
tance of fiber shortening in the objective function of E
~7!, gave rise to changes of less than65% in optimized
fiber angle parameters, with respect to values obtaine
optimization REF~Table 1!. Variation of the weighting
factorw gave expected changes in homogeneity of me
fiber strain and of fiber shortening. Compared to optim
zation REF, the standard deviation of fiber shorteni
(ebe2eee), decreased for the casew510.0 and increased
for the casew50.1. Similarly, the standard deviation o
the average of fiber strain at the beginning and end
ejection (ebe1eee)/2, increased for the casew510.0 and
decreased for the casew50.1. For the casew50.1, the
spatial distributions of fiber strain and shortening we
almost identical to that forw51.0 ~Fig. 4!. Compared to
optimization REF, optimization withw510.0 resulted in
fiber strain averages over the beginning and end of e
tion that were greater in the endocardial region halfw
between equator and apex~not shown!.

DISCUSSION

Measurements in normal hearts indicate that regio
differences in fiber strain during ejection12,17,29,31,42are
not significant. Some mathematical models of LV wa
mechanics,2,6,32 but not all,16 also support the hypothesi
of homogeneity of mechanical load. However, myoc
dial flow in normal hearts appears to be spatially hete
geneous, with the degree of heterogeneity depending
versely on the spatial resolution of the measurements
a similar resolution to that of strain measurements, flo
in the normal baboon LV exhibit a sixfold range and
coefficient of variation of 33%.20 The apparent discrep
ancy between the homogeneity of mechanical load
heterogeneity of flow may be partly explained by tw
FIGURE 4. Distribution of fiber strain over
the LV wall following optimization REF:
„a… mean of fiber strain at beginning and
end of ejection, „ebe1eee…/2, „b… difference
in fiber strain during ejection, ebe2eee.
Owing to the linear relationship between
contractile fiber stress and fiber strain,
the homogeneity of fiber stress averaged
over the beginning and end of ejection is
the same as that shown in „a… „under the
assumption that stresses during ejection
are largely due to contraction …. The apical
region, indicated by the arrows, was ex-
cluded in the quantification of inhomoge-
neity of fiber strain „see the Results
section ….
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294 RIJCKEN et al.
factors. First, strain measurements are generally
stricted to the LV free wall, a significantly smaller po
tion of the heart than used in most flow measureme
When flow measurements are restricted to the LV f
wall the coefficient of variation decreases to 20%.14 Sec-
ond, it is not clear that flow and mechanical load a
exactly matched on a regional level. Qualitatively, suc
relation has been observed in dog hearts that were p
from various sites. Regions receiving higher flows th
the average, also exhibited greater fiber shortening d
ing ejection,29 and performed more mechanical work.13

However, quantitative correlations with flow are on
moderate for many metabolic variables, such as fa
acid uptake,35 ATP content, glycogen content,14 and mi-
tochondrial oxidative capacity.7 The degree of spatia
heterogeneity observed in these metabolic markers is
sufficient to explain the spatial variability of flow. Sim
larly, flow and mechanical load, may not match exact

FIGURE 5. Parameter variation of helix fiber angle param-
eters p 1 and p 2 for the optimized transverse fiber angle pa-
rameter „p 3516.73°… of optimization REF. The objective
function was evaluated with the finite-element model for 130
combinations of p 1 and p 2 in the range indicated by the
shaded region in panel „a…. Panel „b… shows contour lines
along which the objective function value is constant. Con-
tours are drawn at intervals of 2.63 31023, between 2.63
31023 and 23.6731023. The objective function value along
the ridge between the two minima is approximately eight
times that in the computed minimum.
.

d

-

-

The choice of objective function@Eq. ~7!# was based
on: ~1! measurements that indicate that regional diff
ences in fiber strain during ejection are n
significant,12,17,29,31,42 and ~2! experiments in isolated
cells11,43 and in whole hearts8–10 that indicate that me-
chanical stimuli are sufficient to give rise to changes
wall mass and structure. These observations suggest
mechanics alone may be the primary determinant of v
tricular muscle fiber structure. Minimization of the pro
posed objective function implies minimization of re
gional differences in both fiber strain and in fiber stra
changes during ejection. The first term of the object
function, the average of fiber strain at the beginning a
end of ejection, is also closely related to tempora
averaged active fiber stress during ejection. Moreov
the product of temporally averaged fiber stress dur
ejection and fiber shortening is a good approximation
the external mechanical work that is locally generat
Thus, minimizing the proposed objective function c
also be interpreted as minimizing regional differences
external work delivered during ejection.

FIGURE 6. Objective function G as a function of transverse
fiber angle parameter p 3 at optimized values of helix fiber
angle parameters „p 1520.25°, p 25265.75°… for optimization
REF. The calculated optimum is at p 3516.73°.
TABLE 1. Effect of weighting factor w in the objective function minimized †Eq. „7…‡, on optimized
fiber angle parameters p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , and on inhomogeneity of fiber strain. Symbols: ebe ,
eee5fiber strain at the beginning and end of ejection, respectively. Numbers in parentheses

indicate percentage change with respect to REF.

w50.1 REF (w51.0) w510.0

p1 (°) 20.53 (21.4%) 20.25 19.82 (22.1%)
p2 (°) 266.97 (21.8%) 265.75 262.29 (15.2%)
p3 (°) 16.94 (11.3%) 16.73 16.17 (23.3%)
mean @(ebe1eee)/2# 0.0256 (12.1%) 0.0251 0.0233 (27.2%)
s.d. @(ebe1eee/2)# 0.010 (22.5%) 0.011 0.014 (127.1%)
mean @ebe2eee# 0.214 (20.1%) 0.214 0.214 (10.04%)
s.d. @ebe2eee# 0.019 (16.1%) 0.018 0.016 (210.4%)
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295Optimization of Cardiac Fiber Orientation
For simplicity, residual strain has not been included
the finite-element model. Measurements indicate that
cumferential residual strain leads to a transmural grad
in sarcomere length in the unloaded left ventricle of t
rat.34 At positive filling pressure the transmural gradie
in sarcomere length becomes less pronounced, indica
that residual strain may contribute to homogeneity
fiber strain at the beginning of ejection.15 However,
finite-element simulations of LV wall mechanics sho
that the effects of residual strain, represented by a tra
mural gradient in sarcomere length in the zero-press
reference state, do not affect the end-systolic distribut
of fiber strain.16

For reasons of simplicity we have also not incorp
rated recent data21,22 showing that the muscle fibers a
arranged in collagen-connected sheets of about 4 mu
cells thick. The sheets tend to be arranged in a trans
ral direction in the middle of the LV wall and mor
tangential to the wall at the inner and outer surfac
According to these data the mechanical properties o
piece of myocardium depend not only on the orientat
of the muscle fibers, as is assumed in the present st
but also on the orientation of the fiber sheets.

A limitation of the present study is that we did n
change the size of the elements in the finite-elem
mesh of the LV wall to check the stress, strain, or d
placement convergence of the finite-element soluti
However, for a transmural course of helix fiber ang
according to measurements,38 the distributions of sar-
comere length and fiber stress were similar to those c
puted by an independently developed finite-elem
model of LV wall mechanics.19

The finite-element model of LV wall mechanics in th
present study is most representative of the mechanic
the LV free wall. The base of the LV wall was no
included to avoid problems in specifying appropria
boundary conditions, representing the action of the
nulus fibrosis. Others6,19 have found that imposing purel
kinematic boundary conditions at the base can lead
unrealistic stress distributions. To avoid problems
specifying boundary conditions at the base only the
gion between the equator and apex was modeled. S
able boundary conditions for the equator could be
rived on the basis of point symmetry with respect to t
center of the equatorial plane. The apex was included
the present finite-element model but we recognize t
the description of its mechanics is probably erroneo
due to an inadequate description of its fiber orientati
wall geometry, and material properties. After all, th
apex is a singular point in the mathematical descript
of the distribution of fiber orientation. Hence, while fib
orientation was optimized in the whole LV wall mes
mean and standard deviation values over the wall h
been calculated without information from the three e
t

g

-

e
-

,

-

f

-

ments~comprising 6% of LV wall volume! adjoining the
apex.

In the optimization strategy used in this study t
obtained minimum may depend on the initial guess
the fiber orientation parameters. To investigate whet
there were other minima in the neighborhood of t
computed minimum, the objective function was eva
ated over a wide range of the fiber orientation para
eters. From the parameter variation, it can be conclu
that for a given value of the transverse fiber angle
rameter ofp3516.73°, the helix fiber angle paramete
resulting from the standard optimization REF give t
lowest minimum in objective function@Fig. 5~b!#. Fur-
thermore, for given helix fiber angle parameters ofp1

520.25°, p25265.75° the transverse fiber angle p
rameter resulting from optimization REF gives the low
est minimum ~Fig. 6!. Figures 5 and 6 show that th
computed minimum of the objective function is we
defined; there are no other local minima visible in t
close neighborhood. Although not proved, the perform
parameter variation indicates it is likely that the com
puted minimum is the lowest minimum in the anatomic
range.

Despite optimization of fiber orientation, fiber shor
ening during ejection varies between approximately 0
and 0.23 near the equator@Fig. 4~b!#, which is still con-
siderable. It is to be expected that this range will narr
when allowing a more detailed description of the glob
fiber structure in the LV wall by using more fiber orien
tation parameters. For the whole, LV fiber shorteni
during ejection is 0.21460.018, which is rather large bu
not abnormal. Measurements in the dog heart show
fiber shortening during ejection is typically 0.3mm,33 or
ranges between 0.2 and 0.4mm.17 The choice of ejection
fraction in the simulations is not expected to significan
affect the optimization results and the conclusions of
study.

In a previous effort to compute the fibrous structure
the LV, a similar finite-element model was used to o
timize the distribution of fiber orientation for homoge
neous fiber strain at the beginning of ejection.32 The
helix fiber angle distribution was defined by the sam
parametersp1 andp2. The transverse fiber angle varie
sinusoidally with longitude~u!, rather than linearly as in
the current study. Their optimized values we
(p1 ,p2 ,p3)5(21.0°,269.2°, 15.3°), which is similar to
those found here. The main advance of the current st
is that the optimization includes strain information fro
a larger part of the ejection period. Also, in the curre
study the contractile behavior has been modeled m
accurately. Finally, in the current study the sensitivity
the results to various model parameters~Table 1, Figs. 5
and 6! has been investigated more thoroughly.

To assess the transmural course of helix fiber an
comparisons were made with reported measurement
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296 RIJCKEN et al.
the equatorial region of the human LV37 and in equato-
rial and adjacent more apical regions of the canine LV26

The computed transmural course of helix fiber angle
within the measured range of helix fiber angles over
majority of the wall thickness~Fig. 3!. For a quantitative
comparison, the root-mean-squared~rms! difference be-
tween the computed transmural course of helix fib
angle and several measurement series was determ
The rms differences were611.9° and617.3° for mea-
surements at the equator by Streeter37 and Nielsen
et al.,26 respectively, and615.1° closer to the apex.26

Best linear fits to each of the measurement series
rms differences ranging from611.4° to 612.1°, which
are only slightly smaller than rms differences betwe
the measured and predicted transmural course. The
differences found in this study for the optimized dist
bution of fiber orientation are similar to those found
other models.1,6,27,32 In summary, both qualitative an
quantitative comparisons of the computed transmu
course of helix fiber angle with measurements indic
that the predicted helix angle is not significantly differe
from the measurements.

Assessment of the computed distribution of transve
fiber angle is difficult due to the scarcity of other da
Mean-through-wall values have been measured as24.6
60.8° ~mean6sem, n512! near the equator and23.5
60.6° (n515) near the apex.37 In our model the spatia
average ofa t below the equator is25.6° which is not in
contradiction with these measurements, and similar
previous model predictions.32 In an independent math
ematical model to calculate left ventricular fibe
orientation,27 the transverse fiber angle was zero at
wall surfaces and greatest in the middle of the wall. T
midwall transverse fiber angle decreased from 0° at
equator to approximately218° at a position correspond
ing to u520.75. At this position we predict a transver
angle of212.5°. In conclusion, only limited information
is available for quantitative evaluation of the comput
transverse fiber angle. Our predictions do not confl
with this information.

Conclusions on the basis of the present study reg
ing a mechanism for cardiac adaptation must be con
ered with caution. Our results support the hypothesis
fibers are oriented in the LV wall such that fiber stra
during ejection is as homogeneous as possible. Howe
the applied optimization strategy, in which informatio
about fiber strain from all over the LV wall is used
adapt regional fiber orientation, is unlikely to be th
basis of a physiological adaptation mechanism. Card
adaptation is more likely to be controlled in the enviro
ment of the cell,1 as has also been proposed for bo
adaptation.25

In conclusion, an objective function expressing inh
mogeneity of fiber strain averaged over the beginn
and end of ejection and inhomogeneity of fiber short
d.

s

-
-
t

,

ing during ejection has been minimized by optimizati
of fiber orientation. A well-defined minimum in the ob
jective function was found for which mean-fiber stra
during ejection and the difference in fiber strain betwe
the beginning and end of ejection were 0.02560.011
(mean6s.d.) and 0.21460.018, respectively. After opti-
mization the helix fiber angle varied from 86.0° at th
endocardium to245.5° at the epicardium. Compariso
with anatomical measurements shows that the optimi
transmural course of the helix fiber angle is not sign
cantly different. Moreover, the optimizations predict th
fibers have a significant transmural component, qua
fied by the transverse angle, with a spatial average
tween equator and apex of25.6°. The results indicate
that the structure of the left ventricle is designed f
maximum homogeneity of fiber strain during ejection.
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